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ABSTRACT: Molecular nanoelectronics is attracting much attention, because of
the possibility to add functionalities to silicon-based electronics by means of
intrinsically nanoscale biological or organic materials. The contact point between
active molecules and electrodes must present, besides nanoscale size, a very low
resistance. To realize Metal-Molecule-Metal junctions it is, thus, mandatory to be
able to control the formation of useful nanometric contacts. The distance between
the electrodes has to be of the same size of the molecule being put in between.
Nanogaps technology is a perfect ﬁt to fulﬁll this requirement. In this work,
nanogaps between gold electrodes have been used to develop optoelectronic devices
based on photoactive proteins. Reaction Centers (RC) and Bacteriorhodopsin (BR)
have been inserted in nanogaps by drop casting. Electrical characterizations of the
obtained structures were performed. It has been demonstrated that these
nanodevices working principle is based on charge separation and photovoltage
response. The former is induced by the application of a proper voltage on the RC,
while the latter comes from the activation of BR by light of appropriate wavelengths.
1. INTRODUCTION
Molecular electronics is appealing to researchers because of its
possible exploitation as a viable alternative to silicon-based
electronic devices. The main underlying idea is to use single
molecules as active elements in nanodevices.1 As a
consequence, the proper realization of a molecule−electrode
contact is a crucial issue.2,3 Among the structures that enable us
to perform electrical characterization at molecular level there
are last-generation probe microscopes, such as AFM conduct-
ing tip,4 nanopores structures,5 and nanogaps structures.6,7 The
nanogaps, in particular, seem promising because they do not
require feedback to maintain the mutual arrangement
(comparing with conducting tip AFM) and are less stochastic
with respect to nanopores structures. Moreover, these fractures
in metal wire can have dimensions comparable to the size of the
molecule that has to be inserted in between them. Several
techniques can be applied to nanogap fabrication: mechanically
broken8 or positioned junctions,9−11 nanoscale lithography by
Synchrotron radiation sources,12 electrochemical deposition
and etching,13−15 and electromigration.16 None of these
techniques is presently able to give precise control as to the
ﬁnal gap size.
This work focuses on the electromigration17 approach that
has demonstrated several useful characteristics. It is cost-
eﬀective because of the relatively low complexity of the
required equipment. It can be embedded into a lab-on-chip
system, thus exploiting the possibility to tailor the gap
formation process by means of a digital loop control system.
To this end, it just requires a conventional microchip
fabrication process. Nanogaps below 10 nm are commonly
fabricated with this approach. Electromigration is a phenom-
enon involving net mass transport of a conducting material: due
to an applied electric ﬁeld, electrons transfer momentum to the
ions that constitute the crystalline lattice of the material.
Quantitatively, the process can be described by a phenomeno-
logical law, known as Black’s law,18 that relates electromigration
to the current density in the wire and to the absolute
temperature at which the phenomenon takes place. To realize
the gap size of just a few nanometers, an accurate control of
both probe shape and applied voltage is mandatory.19
Xu et al. showed a new way to exploit nanogap probes20 to
gain energy from photosynthetic proteins from bacteria. These
bacteria are able to convert light energy into biochemical
energy that in nature allows the survival of the microorganism
they belong to. Here their ability is exploited to realize metal−
molecule−metal junctions, which can be thought of as
optoelectronic transistors.21,22
Photosynthetic reaction centers (RCs) from the purple
bacteria Rhodobacter sphaeroides are integral transmembrane
proteins,23 which are able to convert the solar energy in
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chemical energy in the form of a charge-separated state. In vivo,
a complex photocycle,24 also involving other proteins, leads to a
proton translocation across the plasmatic membrane, which
fuels the bacterial metabolism. Conversely, in isolated RC, the
photoinduced charge-separated state decays in the dark through
a charge recombination reaction.25
Bacteriorhodopsins are chromoproteins localized in the
purple membrane of the bacterium Halobacter salinarum26
where they are organized as an array of trimers semicrystallines,
each consisting in 3 BR proteins connected by a 3D symmetry
axis standing as a rigid element of a highly ordered lattice.27
Moreover, the purple membrane belongs to the group of
plasmatic membranes that can transfer energy. As in the case of
RC from Rhodobacter sphaeroides, the luminous energy is
employed for the life of the bacterium.28 The incoming
radiation has to be in the green visible light range, that is, ∼570
nm wavelength, to obtain a reaction in the BR. Photoelectrical
phenomenon in BR is highly diﬀerent from the one caused by
irradiation in RC. The molecules of BR work as light-driven
proton pumps: during the photocycle, a transmembrane proton
gradient is generated. However, the light-induced cycle in RC
consists of the electron transfer across its membrane because of
the presence of four types of cofactors (BacterioPheophytins,
BacterioChlorophylls, Quinones, and a nonheme Fe2+), as
described in refs 29 and 30.
Studies of photosensitive proteins, such as BR and RC, have
a rather long history dating back to the 1970s to 1980s. Even if
the investigations at single-molecule level were not possible at
that time, particular interest was raised by the study of
Langmuir−Blodgett ﬁlms of these molecules in sandwich
structures, where the thickness of the active layer was down to
one monolayer. In particular, the technique was used to study
RC31−42 and BR.43−47
In recent years, because of technology enhancement, it was
possible to develop more complex devices and methods for
characterizing these proteins. Photoelectrochemical systems
have been designed to realize sensors, as the one produced in
ref 48, where RC proteins have been entrapped between metal
electrodes or immobilized onto gold chips.49,50 Devices made
by self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) have been developed by
refs 51−53. In ref 54, a conductive atomic force microscopy has
been used to characterize RC proteins on SAM-modiﬁed gold
layer. BR proteins were sandwiched into ITO-PET55 or
integrated in more complex circuits like FET56 and
MOSFET.57 BR, as a medium for biomolecular optoelectronics,
has been interfaced, especially as a thin-ﬁlm, solid-state current-
carrying electronic element of metal−molecule−metal sys-
tem.58
An interesting method to activate bacteriorhodopsin-based
electrodes has been developed by ref 59 with an enhanced
electrical response from the protein thanks to the photonic
emission of CdSe/ZnS quantum dots, which is absorbed by the
bacteriorhodopsin retinal and initiates the proton pumping
sequence, resulting in an electrical output from a bacterio-
rhodopsin-based electrode.
The performances of precursory metal−molecule−metal
nanojunctions are here shown through the obtained results
that could ﬁnd application in the aforementioned ﬁelds, like
sensing, imaging, and solar energy conversion.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Chemicals. RCs were isolated from Rhodobacter sphaeroides
strain R26 (obtained from the German Collection of Microorganisms
and Cell Cultures) following the procedure illustrated by ref 60.
Protein purity was checked using the ratio of the absorbance at 280
and 802 nm, which was kept below 1.3, whereas the integrity was
checked by the ratio of the absorbance at 760 and 865 nm, which was
kept close to unity, as shown in Figure 1. The average quinone content
was 1.8 per RC, and the ﬁnal concentration of the stocks was 92 μM.
Reagents for solution preparation (Tris, EDTA, LDAO) and
Bacteriorhodopsin proteins in the form of purple membrane
(B0184) were bought by Sigma Aldrich in Switzerland. Two types
of solutions have been prepared: RC proteins were suspended at 0.92
μM ﬁnal concentration in Tris-HCl 15 mM, EDTA 1 mM, and LDAO
0.1% at pH 8.0. Bacteriorhodopsin proteins were solved in deionized
water (at pH 5.5 with resistivity of 18 MΩ cm) and inserted in an
ultrasound bath for 2 min for crumbling the purple membranes before
deposition; in particular, three types of BR solutions have been
prepared solving 1 μg of BR, respectively, in 1, 10, and 100 μL of DI
water.
2.2. Nanogaps Fabrication. All nanogaps used belong to a family
of lab-on-chips made in the CMI@EPFL Lausanne, as the one shown
in Figure 2. They have been realized through electromigration,
exploiting an “ad hoc” closed loop digital control system implemented
in a custom embedded design. A microcontroller monitors the
resistance of the gold wire while applying a step-up voltage. As soon as
the system detects a steep increase in the resistance, not related to the
increment of temperature, it reduces the voltage across the wire of a
percentage established by user interface. Then, it iterates the process
until the resistance reaches a threshold of ∼12.9 kΩ (i.e., the inverse of
the quantized conductance of a gold atom61,62), at which point it is
safe to assume that proper nanogap will be formed because of the
dynamics of the control system. Figure 3 shows the process of a
nanogap fabrication: diﬀerent levels of detail are shown about the
wire’s rising resistance and the activations of the control system.
Gaps sizes were investigated by means of a scanning electron
microscope NVision 40 from Zeiss. Images were acquired at 3 kV:
such a low voltage is needed to avoid damages to the thin gold layer
where the nanogaps are realized, but it still grants adequate image
resolution, as visible in Figure 4. After SEM measurements session, the
best nanogaps were chosen for the metal−molecule−metal nano-
junctions preparation.
2.3. AFM Measurements. Atomic force microscopy XE-70 of
Park System was also employed to characterize the metal−molecule−
metal junctions. AFM images were acquired working in contact mode.
The contact force was kept below 3 nN during the observation to
prevent damaging of probes or molecules.
2.4. Photoinduced Electrical Measurements. The photovoltage
acquisitions have been performed by means of two diﬀerent probe-
stations. For RCs, a Karl Suss PM8Manual probe-station with an
Figure 1. Steady absorption spectra obtained with a Jenway 6415
Spectrometer of 92 μM RC solved 1:100 in the pH 8.0 Tris-EDTA-
LDAO buﬀer.
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Agilent B1500A semiconductor device analyzer has been used, whereas
for Bacteriorhodopsin proteins, a Cascade Microtech Summit 11000
with MicroChamber shield probe station and a Hewlett-Packard
4156A semiconductor parameter analyzer have been used. Moreover,
in the experiments with RC, an 80 W tungsten lamp has been
exploited (to irradiate the RCs, a distance of 12 cm has been kept to
avoid an increase in the temperature of the proteins), and the probe
station was inserted into a dark box. The characterizations done with
BR did not need a dark box because of the Faraday shield: the
MicroChamber, in fact, can prevent the chuck to undergo excessive
noise, reduce stray capacitances, and eliminate electromagnetic and
electrostatic interferences, thus providing a dark, almost noise-free,
measurement environment. An electronic circuit has been designed for
the BR’s photocharacterization to switch remotely on and oﬀ the
green, red, and blue LEDs. The LEDs are put directly into the
MicroChamber, and only small signal cables are routed to the circuit,
which lies outside of the chamber itself, through a resilient slot that
prevents the entrance of ambient light. Furthermore, the circuit
implements an exponential decay of the LEDs current to avoid abrupt
variations and induced noise due to mechanical switching. Addition-
ally, two optical ﬁlters were exploited to cut out the Gaussian tails of
the spectrum, keeping a very low noise-ﬂoor in the measurements:
480/30 (FITC-EX) for the blue LED and 700/75 (FITC-EM) for the
red one. The LEDs were bought by Farnell-Switzerland.
3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The realized structures consist in a silicon chip (see Figure 2)
containing eight wires that will be electromigrated, becoming
nanogaps. The aforementioned electromigration phenomenon
has been controlled by a system with a feedback reaction, able
to avoid the melting of the junction by modulating the applied
voltage once the process of breaking is started, as shown in
Figure 3. Once the gap is formed, the ﬁrst step is checking if the
process was successful, resulting in the formation of an under
10 nm gap, that is, a structure useful to analyze molecules. To
reach this goal, an SEM imaging was used; Figure 4 shows one
of the smallest nanogap realized by authors.
Figure 2. (a) Optical microscope photography of the ﬁnal chip with the eight probes for the nanogap realization in red (i.e., gold), while the pads for
the contact are in yellow (i.e., aluminum). (b) Zoom of one of the probes showing the wire in the horizontal part with two perpendicular elements
representing the gates.
Figure 3. (a) Graph of the resistance versus time obtained during the fabrication of a nanogap. The process has three phases: In the ﬁrst one, at the
beginning, the wire is subjected to an increasing voltage that just warms it up. Once a certain temperature is reached the electromigration can start
and the resistance increases exponentially. In this phase, the second one, the system control is activated repeatedly lowering each time the applied
voltage until the phase 3 that corresponds to the nanogap realization. (b) Zoom of phase 2: it shows multiple feedback activations. (c) Detail of two
feedback activation control that reduces the applied voltage (OFF) of a percentage value inserted by user interface before the starting of the process.
This method allows avoiding the resistance runaway and the melt-down of the junction. As a consequence, the dimensions of the realized nanogaps
can be below 10 nm. (d) Same graph of panel a showing current versus time.
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The selected probes are then exploited to realize metal−
molecule−metal junctions by inserting proteins that have to be
analyzed as in Figure 5. In this work, two diﬀerent solutions
have been prepared and inserted in nanogaps: one for RCs and
one for Bacteriorhodopsin, respectively. The metal−molecule−
metal systems have a diﬀerent duration according to the
proteins’ survival capacity at room temperature and under
ambient light. In case of RC, the activity is only 1 day, whereas
for BRs, which are stronger, it can be a whole week. This is
fundamental to perform repetitive measurements.
As was previously explained, to avoid any light-induced
excitation, we placed a 1 μL drop of RC solution in a nanogap
probe under dark conditions. After waiting 10 min, until the
complete drying of the solution drop, the photoinduced
electrical measurements can start. To show clearly the eﬀect
of light, we have performed I−V measurements in two batches:
the ﬁrst, serving to characterize the current response of the
protein to an applied voltage input in the absence of light
stimuli, and the second, to characterize the current response of
the protein to light radiation, in the visible ﬁeld. In both cases,
the applied voltage was in the −4 to +4 V range (see Section
2.4 of the Materials and Methods, photoinduced voltage
acquisition). Figure 6 describes the behavior of RC under dark
and light; the result is very close to the one obtained in ref 63.
However, in that case, the measurements were performed using
STM on a RC Langmuir−Blodgett ﬁlm, but the principle of
electron tunneling and protein excitation was the same.
Without applied light, several peaks are visible with a resonance
voltage of 2.5 V, which is not present if the protein is
illuminated. The electron-transfer process inside the RC64
causes the resonance. It is then possible to excite the protein
also under dark, by applying the correct voltage. Moreover, the
Figure 4. SEM measurements of an electromigrated gold nanogap. It is possible to see two of the smallest obtained nanogaps.
Figure 5. Schematic overview of the metal−molecule−metal junction:
the glass sphere represents the molecule position when it is inserted in
nanogap probes (in yellow).
Figure 6. I−V characterization of RC in between nanogap under light
and dark. Several peaks are visible under dark because the applied
voltage induces electron transfer inside the RC. In a ﬁrst phase, under
dark, there are no carriers in the excited level, but as soon as the
applied voltage overcomes the excitation barrier, a resonant tunneling
response can be recorded: in particular, at 2.5 V is shown a resonance
peak. Under light irradiation, photons cause charge separation inside
RC molecules and the current transmission is not allowed.
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voltage value at which the peak is recorded corresponds to the
sum of energy required by the protein for electron transfer, that
is, 800 mV, and the one to overcome the tunneling barrier
between the protein itself and the nanogap electrodes (that is
related to the measurement system setup). The curve recorded
in light has no peaks because the light induces charge
separation and the protein behaves as an open circuit,
preventing electron transit.
AFM characterizations of the previously electrically analyzed
probe have been performed in contact mode, and the result is
shown in Figure 7. The AFM image shows a cluster of RC
molecules located in the middle of the gap bridging it and
creating the metal−molecule−metal junction.
Bacteriorhodopsin proteins have been solved in deionized
water at diﬀerent concentrations (see Section 2.1). In the dark,
1 μL drop of solution was deposited on the nanogap sample;
after 5 min of waiting time, 2 V voltage was applied between
the gap, always maintaining the probe in the dark; this is a
fundamental step for anchoring BR in the oriented manner to
the nanoelectrodes. An electronic circuit has been designed to
switch on and oﬀ remotely three LEDs of diﬀerent colors: red,
green, and blue.
Knowing that just the light around 570 nm (the green one,
peak of BR absorbance) excites the proteins; for limiting light
spectra in the correct range and cutting the Gaussian tails of the
wavelengths, particular ﬁlters have been inserted ahead the red
and the blue LEDs (see the Materials and Methods,
photoinduced voltage acquisition). Switching on and oﬀ the
LED light, photovoltage response of BR has been recorded
through a signal analyzer, and the data have been elaborated
with an “ad hoc” Labview program.
In Figure 8, the recorded photovoltage response of metal−
molecule−metal junctions with the lower concentrated solution
(i.e., 1 μg of proteins in 100 μL of DI water) is shown. Once
BR proteins were exposed to the three light sources diﬀerent
wavelengths, it was possible to record an excitation response
only from the green light, as was expected. The steep response
of the protein to the light being switched on is clearly visible.
The driving circuit exponentially reduces the current ﬂowing
into the LED, thus lowering emitted light until its complete
turning oﬀ after 8 s. The protein closely follows these variations
until a threshold lighting level is reached. At this point, the
protein very quickly starts behaving again as an open circuit
showing a small overshoot.
It is interesting to consider how many proteins are required
for the observed photovoltage. Considering that BR proteins
are well-ﬁtted to the nanogap size and well-oriented, we can
estimate the potentials at left and right electrodes, resulting
from the BR dipole induced by light. As a consequence, it is






where q is the electron charge, a is distance of the dipole (that
is 5 nm), r is distance from the center of the dipole to the
electrode (it is reasonable to assume that BRs ﬁll all of the gap
and therefore r = a/2), and ε is dielectric constant (refractive
index for BR is about 1.54 as in65). Therefore, simple
calculations give the possible photovoltage value of about
50−60 mV. The observed eﬀect can be a result of the charge
movement in even single BR proteins; however, this statement
indicates only that no more than one protein thick layer is
required to observe the voltage response, but elementary units
work in parallel, giving eﬀect in current; therefore, because here
we are just measuring the voltage response it can be several
proteins, corresponding to the cross section of the nanogap, but
the exact number cannot be indicated.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Metal−molecule−metal junction is the starting point for the
realization of a novel series of bio-optoelectronic transistors
based on light-sensitive proteins, in which inorganic materials
are well-integrated with biologically active elements.66−68 In
this work, we fabricated circuits and devices in which proteins
have been placed in a nanogap, and we demonstrated their
ability to maintain light-induced charge-transfer properties. It
was possible to elicit resonance in RC in response to a voltage
application, whereas, under light, the charge separation induced
in the photoactive protein was shown to avoid any current
peak. Excitation of BR brought about similar results that are
consistent with previous reports.69 AFM and SEM measure-
ments allowed a more complete analysis of the experiments
Figure 7. Representative AFM image of reaction centers in nanogap:
the RC bridging the nanogap electrode is clearly visible.
Figure 8. Diﬀerent behavior of BR under three LEDs’ light irradiation.
Please notice that even if the red and blue lights are almost
indistinguishable, the red light gives no response, whereas under blue
light a noise has been recorded because of the broadband. Only the
green one shows a sensitive reaction once the light is switched on and
oﬀ. Note that the blue curve has been shifted of 0.2 V to bring it at
zero. The presence of the oﬀset in the blue curve can be explained also
as some kind of photoeﬀect on metal electrodes.
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and, through veriﬁcation of the obtained results, proved the
presence of the molecules bridging nanogaps. In conclusion, we
have demonstrated the RC capability as a switching element, if
excited by proper voltage application. It has been shown that
the optimal sensitivity of the metal−molecule−metal junction
with BR is at 570 nm wavelength. However, reproducibility of
the results of electrical testing is related to many factors as:
number of adsorbed molecules, their position in the junction,
and their possible motion. As a consequence, authors need to
work more against these dynamic characteristics with statistical
analysis based on photovoltage and photocurrent acquisitions.
The exploitation of BRs opens a huge number of possible
future works because they are candidates for the conversion of
solar to electrical energy. We are still working on BR at
diﬀerent concentrations to validate diﬀerent photocurrent
amplitude response primarily considering the nanogap
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